CRAZY
MAKE
‘EM
UPS

Keep this card in your hand. Play at any
time. Once played, you are the Captain
until otherwise noted.
KEEP IN YOUR HAND . PLAY ANY TIME . YOU MAY ONLY PLAY THIS CARD ONCE
PER GAME .

®
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Keep this card in your hand. Play when
the Captain changes. Drink a full
beverage in under 30 seconds. You are
the Captain now!
This trophy card only counts toward your
total if you play it.
KEEP IN YOUR HAND . PLAY WHEN CONDITION IS MET. YOU MAY
ONLY PLAY THIS CARD ONCE PER GAME .

Keep this card in your hand. Play this
card when someone wins a mini game
(like drinking, tin foil hats, rock/paper/
scissors, etc.). Everyone loses! Including
you.
Nice job, asshole.
This trophy card only counts toward
your total if you play it.
KEEP IN YOUR HAND . PLAY WHEN CONDITION IS MET. YOU MAY
ONLY PLAY THIS CARD ONCE PER GAME .

Keep this card in your hand. Play this
card when you lose a mini game (like
drinking, tin foil hats, rock/paper/scissors, etc.). You become the Captain.
But you’re still a loser.
Captain Loser.
KEEP IN YOUR HAND . PLAY WHEN CONDITION IS MET. YOU MAY
ONLY PLAY THIS CARD ONCE PER GAME .

Keep this card in your hand. Play when
someone becomes the Captain. They must
finish their drink in 30 seconds. If they
don’t, you get to be the Captain!
KEEP IN YOUR HAND . PLAY WHEN CONDITION IS MET. YOU MAY ONLY PLAY THIS
CARD ONCE PER GAME .

Keep this card in your hand. Play this
card when there is a new Captain. The
Captain must do 20
[athletic thing]
or you become the Captain.
This trophy card only counts toward your
total if you play it.
KEEP IN YOUR HAND . PLAY WHEN CONDITION IS MET. YOU MAY
ONLY PLAY THIS CARD ONCE PER GAME .
[ATHLETIC THING ] EXAMPLES : JUMPING JACKS , PUSH UPS , HIGH
KNEES , SIT UPS , ETC .

[name]
Anyone named
discards all trophy cards.
DO NOT DISCARD UNLESS YOU ARE NAMED ABOVE .

,

Go “like” our Facebook® page!
http://facebook.com/crazymakeemups
If you do (or have already “liked” it)
you can keep this card, and skip
participating in any 2 cards.

It’s My Party, and I’ll Cry
If I Want To
The host may change one rule that
is in effect or invent a rule that lasts
for 1 round.
The host picks a new Captain.

You are now the Captain.
KEEP IN YOUR HAND . PLAY TWICE IF CONDITION IS MET.

Give the host a hug.

Never Go Full Hodor

Bad Decision Bear

Until the end of the game, any time
someone says Hodor more than 5
times in a row, that person has to
give you a piggyback ride.

Keep this card in your hand. At any
time, you can make someone repeat one
action, BUT you have to do it as well. The
card then goes to them, and they can use
it as they see fit.

Your name is now Bran in addition to
any other names.

KEEP IN YOUR HAND . PASS WHEN USED .
DO NOT DISCARD .

KEEP IN YOUR HAND UNTIL THE END OF THE GAME .

Simon Says

Freebie

For 3 rounds, everyone must say “Simon
Says” before saying anything. If a person
does not say “Simon Says,” they drink.

Keep this card in your hand. Instead of
performing any card instructions, you
can recite the Pledge of Allegiance. At
the end you must yell, “’Merica! FUCK
YEAH!!”

Your name is Simon in addition to any
other names.
KEEP IN YOUR HAND . DISCARD AFTER THREE ROUNDS .

KEEP IN YOUR HAND . DISCARD AFTER ONE USE .

Party Foul

Red, White, and Fuck Yeah!

Until the end of the game, any time
someone spills a beverage, that person
[name 1]
gets spanked 10 times by

Until the end of the game, any time
someone yells “’Merica!,” you must
respond with “FUCK YEAH!!” or drink.
Or do both because “’Merica!”

[name 2]
or
. The table
votes on which person does the spanking.
KEEP IN PLAY UNTIL THE END OF GAME .

KEEP IN HAND UNTIL THE END OF THE GAME .

For the next 2 rounds, you can only say
“Hodor.” Take a drink each time you
mess up.
KEEP IN HAND . DISCARD AFTER TWO ROUNDS .

Until the end of the game, when someone
says “Hodor,” take the shoe from one
of the people next to you and answer it
like a telephone. You may only say “I am
Groot” when answering the shoe.
Your name is now Groot in addition to any
other names.

Everyone writes down their phone
number and mixes them up. You have
to guess which number belongs to
which person. Drink each time you
guess wrong. Continue until you have
them all correct.

Drink.

Learn your friends’ digits, you lazy fuck.

Tin Foil Hats!

Hug

[name]

for 3 seconds.

Everyone construct a tin foil hat. You
pick the best one, and the Captain has to
wear it. If you don’t have tin foil, make
the best hat you can out of whatever is
available.
The hat goes to the new Captain when the
Captain changes.
KEEP THE CAPTAIN HAT IN PLAY UNTIL THE END OF THE GAME .

Until the end of the game, yell “’Merica!!”
every time a hug is given.
KEEP IN HAND UNTIL THE GAME ENDS .

For 1 round, everyone takes a drink
whenever someone uses the word
[swear word]

.

(The creators of the game wish to point out
that the blank above is for a SWEAR word.
If you are unfamiliar with swear words, just
stop playing now.)
KEEP IN HAND . DISCARD AFTER ONE ROUND .

[name]
Go get
a beverage.
Their choice. Make it snappy, wench! You
are their “beer wench*” for the rest of
the game.

[name]
must do 10 push
ups. Instead of counting they must
[make a sound]
like a(n)
[animal]

.

Also, everyone may refer to you as “Wench”
for the rest of your life.
KEEP IN HAND UNTIL THE END OF THE GAME .
*THE TERM “ BEER WENCH” REFERS TO ANY BEVERAGE AND GENDER . IF ANYONE
DISAGREES , THEY BECOME THE “ BEER WENCH .”

Don’t Touch Me, Bro!
Any time someone touches you, you can
yell “Don’t touch me, bro!” and that
[name]

person has to hug
for 3 seconds.

KEEP IN HAND UNTIL THE END OF THE GAME . PLAY AT WILL WHEN A PERSON
TOUCHES YOU.

Everyone takes a drink for each “name”
(Simon, Bran, Hodor, Wench, etc.) they
have accumulated in the game. If no one
has received a name, put this card back
in the draw pile.
If no one has received a name, the person to
your left is now Boring Bob.

Rock/Paper/Scissors

CHINESE FIRE DRILL!!!!

Play Rock/Paper/Scissors with the person
to your right. Best out of 3 becomes the
Captain. Loser takes a drink to try to
forget the humiliation.

Yell “Chinese Fire Drill!!” Everyone runs
around and switches seats except for
[name]
. That person
has to pretend they are on fire.
If the person that was on fire was the
Captain, the person to their right is now
the Captain.

Mouthpants.
Choose between doing a shot chosen by
the person to your left or putting your
open mouth on the pants of
[name]

.

Until the end of the game, whenever
someone finishes something “athletic,”
give them a pat on the butt and say
“good game.”
“ATHLETIC” EXAMPLES : JUMPING JACKS , PUSH UPS , HIGH KNEES , SIT UPS ,
YOGA , ETC .

Well Excuuuuuuuuse Me, Princess.
Name 10 princesses (real or fictional,
but not ones you made up). You have 45
seconds. If you name less than 10, take a
drink for each missing princess.

[name]
Your name is now
.
All name cards affect your new name
and any other names you have.

Speak in your best
accent for 2 rounds.

[place]

Timmy Fell in the Well. Again...
You must switch to the cheapest “well
drink” available for your next drink, or
speak in only barks for 2 rounds. Drink
when you don’t speak by barking.
Your name is now Timmy, in addition to
any other name you may have.
KEEP IN HAND FOR TWO ROUNDS , THEN DISCARD .

For 3 rounds, throw a snack (chip,
pretzel, french fry, dog biscuit...) at
anyone who barks. They must eat it
or drink. If there are no snacks
available, the host must drink for
being a shitty host.

Until the end of the game, any time
anyone does something athletic,
[name]
makes fart noises.
“ATHLETIC” EXAMPLES : JUMPING JACKS , PUSH UPS , HIGH KNEES , SIT UPS ,
YOGA , ETC .

Seriously. Who the fuck does game night
with no snacks?!?!

Recite the KONAMI® code. If you get it
wrong, pass to the person to your left
and let them try.
If no one playing knows the code,
everyone look it up and hang their
heads in shame for 1 round, then
discard this card.

Freebie!
Have this free trophy card.
Because we like you.
Not because we were running out of card
ideas.
Definitely not that.

SHAME LASTS ONE ROUND ; WHICH IS SHORTER THAN YOUR
AVERAGE SATURDAY MORNING SHAME , ALL TOLD .

Until the end of the game, any time
anyone does something athletic,
[name]
high
fives themself.

Read a section of the “Rules” card in
[place]
your best
accent.

KEEP IN HAND UNTIL THE END OF THE GAME .
“ATHLETIC” EXAMPLES : JUMPING JACKS , PUSH UPS , HIGH KNEES , SIT UPS ,
YOGA , ETC .

Until the end of the game, any time
someone touches another person’s butt
because of card instructions, you must
bark like a dog.
KEEP IN HAND UNTIL THE END OF THE GAME .

Money Shot
Get on your knees in front of
[name]
. While
standing on a chair, they pour a
shot in your mouth.

Until the end of the game, any
time someone gives a high five,
yell “’Merica!!!”

Are You Gonna Drink That?
Drink a shot made by the player to your
right or put this card and one other
trophy card back in the draw pile.
If you have no other trophy cards, put this
one back.

Until the end of the game, any time
someone touches another person’s butt
because of a card rule, you must
[make a sound]
[animal]

like a(n)

.

Your Real Friends Are
Here Already
Until the end of your next turn, anyone
who looks at their phone takes a drink.
KEEP IN HAND FOR ONE ROUND , THEN DISCARD .

The shortest person in the game is the
Captain now.

Avengers® Assemble!
Name 10 Avengers® in 45 seconds or less.
If you do, you get this card.
If you can’t, drink for each less than 10
named, and then put this card back
in the draw pile.

Give the host a backrub and a “good
[body part]
game” pat on the

.

The tallest person in the game is now the
Captain.

The youngest person in the game is now
the Captain.

Cabin Boy
Get the Captain a drink of your choice.
The Captain must drink it or the person
to their left becomes the Captain.
Your name is now Boy in addition to any
other names.

Potty Mouth

First Mate

For 2 rounds,

You are now married to the Captain
for the rest of the game. If the Captain
changes, you are married to the new
Captain. You can overrule one Captain
decision.

[name]
drinks any time they swear.
KEEP IN HAND FOR TWO ROUNDS , THEN DISCARD .

Controlling hussy.
KEEP IN HAND UNTIL THE GAME ENDS .

Until the end of the game, any time
someone touches another player’s butt,
you must yell “’Merica!”

Say Cheese!
Name 10 different types of cheese in
45 seconds. If you fail, take a cheesy
selfie and post to social media
with #crazymakeemups.
IF YOU HATE THIS CARD , BLAME

GENEVIEVE T. AKA “TWO IF BY PEE.”

Paparazzi

Leave Room for Jesus

Read this card out loud before doing
anything. If anyone’s name is also a
movie character, the first player to take
their picture and post it to social media
with #crazymakeemups gets this
trophy card.

Any time someone hugs another player,
you must shout “Leave Room For Jesus!”
They must now hug with you in the
middle of them.

Schrödinger’s Drink

Stainley Cup

Choose a player to pour a drink of any
amount. Without looking, you must
choose to drink the rest of
[name’s]
drink or
the new drink.

Create a goblet out of tin foil. If
it is functional, you can keep this
trophy card.

Your name is now Jesus in addition to any
other names.

You must use the goblet for 2 rounds... or
until a Boston team wins something.
IF YOU DON ’ T HAVE ALUMINUM FOIL , USE WHATEVER
IS AVAILABLE .

Meatatarian
[name]
For 3 rounds
must say, “Where’s the beef?®” any time
someone drinks because of a rule card.
[name]
must respond
with “It’s in my pants!” If either doesn’t
do their part, they both drink.

[name 1]
[name 2]
and
must
each try to draw a perfect circle. The
table votes on the best one. The winner is
the new Captain and gets this card. The
loser has to sit on the floor in shame for
two rounds. They can still participate.
The loser is now named Oval Orifice in addition to any other names.

KEEP IN HAND FOR THREE ROUNDS , THEN DISCARD .
THE SHAME LASTS FOR TWO ROUNDS .

Green Card

Drink Until They Look Good

[name 1]

and

[name 2]
now married.

are

Any unmarried players drink.

They better start acting like it.
For reasons...

Drink Until They Look Good

The Penis Game!

Any married players drink.

[name 1]

and

[name 2]
take turns
saying “penis.” Start quietly and gradually get louder. The table votes on the
person who says penis the loudest at the
end. That person wins the penis game!
They should take a round off to recover.
(It’s called a refractory period.) Everyone
else keep playing.

Jeopardy®

Pick a Card, Any Card

Speak in nothing but questions for 2
rounds. Drink when you make a mistake.

Choose a card that another player is
holding and replace it with a random
card from the draw deck. That player
must do the new card immediately. Put
the old card back in the draw deck.

KEEP IN HAND FOR TWO ROUNDS , THEN DISCARD .

“I think you’ve had enough, but
YOU haven’t!”
Choose two players. For 2 rounds, the
second player must take all drinks for
the first player.
GIVE TO THE SECOND PLAYER WHO KEEPS IT FOR TWO ROUNDS , THEN DISCARDS .

Hydration Station
Everyone get a cup of water and drink it.
But remember... fish fuck in it.
Enjoy.

We Were Friends First

Where Do I Know You From?

Whoever has known you the longest
must drink.

For 2 rounds, whenever you drink, the
person who has known you for the least
amount of time drinks as well.

Sorry, buddy, pick better friends.
KEEP IN HAND FOR TWO ROUNDS , THEN DISCARD .

Let’s Do the Time Warp Again!

Going Commando

Keep in your hand. Play this card any
time to make any player take another
turn, including yourself. They can choose
to redo the card they just drew, or draw
another card.

Anyone in the military, previously in the
military, not wearing underwear, named
Commando, or who owns any G.I. Joe
cartoons must do 20

KEEP IN HAND UNTIL YOU DECIDE TO PLAY IT. DISCARD AFTER ONE USE .

[athletic thing]

.

Yell “GO JOE!!!” when you finish.
[ATHLETIC THING ] EXAMPLES : JUMPING JACKS , PUSH UPS , HIGH KNEES ,
SIT UPS , ETC .

Give a high five to the person on your
right whenever they swear. If they leave
you hanging, bark at them.
KEEP IN HAND UNTIL THE END OF THE GAME .

Mail Order Brides
Each person writes down their name (or
one of the names they have “earned” in
the game). Mix them up and place them
in a hat or cup. Take turns drawing
names. Each player is married to the
person they draw. If they get their own
name, replace and draw again.

Rock, Paper, Scissors

Rock, Paper, Scissors

Everyone throw Rock, Paper, or Scissors.
DON’T READ THE NEXT PART OUT LOUD
UNTIL AFTER EVERYONE THROWS.
Anyone who threw paper make a small
paper hat and wear it.

Everyone throw Rock, Paper, or Scissors.
DON’T READ THE NEXT PART OUT LOUD
UNTIL AFTER EVERYONE THROWS.
Anyone who threw rock does a shot.

Yer a WIZARD!!!

Never Waste a...

Everyone create a wand out of tin foil.

Until the end of the game, whenever
someone says your name (or any you
have “earned”), look them in the eyes
and say in your sexiest voice “Do you
have a boner?”

If you have beer cans and tape, create a
staff and give it to the Captain. The staff
passes to the new Captain whenever the
Captain changes.
Take a group photo and post to social media
with #crazymakeemups.

If they answer “No,” you must then ask
“Do you want one?”

IF YOU DON ’ T HAVE ALUMINUM FOIL , USE WHATEVER IS AVAILABLE .

Winner Winner Drink Your Dinner

Even Steven

[name]
You and
must
finish your drinks. The first one done
becomes the Captain and gets this card.

Anyone with an odd number of trophy
cards must give you one.

Shut Up and Drink

Minor Identity Crisis

Keep in your hand. One time before the
end of the game, you can make another
player finish their drink if they are
arguing about rules.

Trade all names with

Your name is now Steven in addition to any
other names.

[name]

KEEP IN HAND . DISCARD AFTER USE .

Starting with you, each person must
quote a line from “Monty Python and the
Holy Grail©.” Anyone who cannot quote
a line is out. Continue until only one
person is left. They get this card because
it’s remarkably Grail-like.

Tramp Stamp

The winner is now named King Arthur. The
first person out is now named Sir
Robin. Brave Sir Robin ran away.

Your name is now Donald Tramp in
addition to any other names.

[name]
draws a
tramp stamp on you. Tell them to make
it trashy. At least you get a trophy card
for it!

IF YOU HATE THIS CARD , BLAME BRIAN E. AKA
“DONALD TRAMP.”

.

OH MY GOD! IT’S CARRIE PARKS!

Check In / Check Out

Yell “OH MY GOD, I’M CARRIE PARKS!”
then drink because you are Carrie Parks.
For the rest of the game, when any
player yells the title of this card, you
both drink. Yay!

Until the end of the game, you must
announce you are “checking out” before
leaving the game table AND that you are
“checking in” when you come back. If you
forget, and another player catches you,
you must drink.

Your name is now Carrie Parks in addition
to any other names.

KEEP IN HAND UNTIL THE END OF THE GAME . IF YOU HATE THIS
CARD , BLAME MURHL G.

KEEP IN HAND UNTIL THE END OF THE GAME . IF YOU HATE
THIS CARD , BLAME CARRIE PARKS (OR YOURSELF).

What’s My Name?!?!

You’ll Never Be President

Everyone with more than one name take
a drink for each of them. This includes
names earned in this game, real life
nicknames, and names from your
infamous drinking group with a
running problem.

Show everyone the 7th to last photo in
your phone. Either post it to social media
or finish your drink.

IF YOU HATE THIS CARD , BLAME

Your name is now Anthony Wiener.
IF YOU HATE THIS CARD , BLAME

DAVI B. AKA “PILLFER MY ASS.”

KATIE B. AKA “A GIRL NAMED SPEW.”

UNO!®

Stacey’s Mom Has Got It Going On

For the rest of the game, you must yell
“UNO!®” when the last round starts for
any card that has a duration. If you
don’t, everyone drinks and the duration
increases by 2 rounds.

If your name is Stacey, you are the
Captain now! If you are not named Sta[name]
cey, hug
and anyone
named Stacey. Regardless of your name
situation, DRINK... NOW!

“2 more rounds... in bed?”

Your name is now Mom.

KEEP IN HAND UNTIL THE END OF THE GAME . IF YOU HATE THIS CARD , BLAME
PATRICK N. AKA “AMBIGUOUSLY GAY UNO” AKA “GRASSY ASS.”

KEEP IN HAND UNTIL THE END OF THE GAME . IF YOU HATE
THIS CARD , BLAME STACEY B. AKA “BRUCE WANG.”

Why So Serious?

A Hole.

For 1 round, smile like an idiot. Paste
that shit-eating grin on your face and
bring joy to all who look at you. If
anyone catches you not smiling, they
can make you drink.

Anyone without an “A” in their name
must drink.

Your name is now Jack in addition to any
other names.
IF YOU HATE THIS CARD , BLAME
TOTALLY AWESOME CARD .

KIM A. BUT WHY WOULD YOU ? IT ’S A

The person with the most A’s in their
name(s) is now the Captain and gets this
trophy card.
IF YOU HATE THIS CARD , BLAME ANGELA A. AKA “ROLLING
STONED.” SHE’S PRETTY NICE THOUGH SO YOU SHOULD
PROBABLY NOT HATE IT.

Dumb Direction

Thief
®

Name 10 songs by One Direction in 45
seconds. Drink for each song less than 10
you didn’t name.
Your name is now Zayn.
IF YOU HATE THIS CARD BLAME BRENT
HATE THIS CARD . WE BLAME HIM .

S. AKA “COOKIE MONSTER.” WE

Steal as many trophy cards as you can
throughout the game without getting
caught. At the end of the game, the
Captain drinks for each trophy card
you have. If you get caught, you drink
for each trophy card in your possession.
KEEP IN HAND UNTIL THE END OF THE GAME . IF YOU HATE THIS
CARD , BLAME REGINALD B. AKA “INFECTED BONER.”

CURSE!

Behold My Bush

Any time the person to your right
drinks, cluck like a chicken. Any time
the person to your left drinks, bark like
a dog. Do this for one round then pass
the curse to your right. Then the next
person is now cursed for one round.

Each player describes their bush.

KEEP PASSING UNTIL THE END OF THE GAME . IF YOU HATE THIS
CARD , BLAME NICK K. AKA “NIPPIRONIES.”

Or their bonsai tree.
Or a nice topiary.
Or a shrubbery.
IF YOU HATE THIS CARD , BLAME

MY BUSH.”

SARAH D. AKA “BEHOLD

Introduction

Crazy Make ‘Em Ups™ is the party game of bad
decisions! The gameplay is very loose and open to
interpretation so you can decide exactly how much
fun you want to have.
It should be ALL the fun. Unless you are boring. Then you should go back to that
Apples to Apples® knock off.

Setup
1 [get some friends]
You can play with as many people as you want, but we’ve found
that 6 +/- 2 is the ideal number. We don’t recommend playing
alone. Shit gets weird.

2 [make a draw deck]
You can play with as many or few cards as you want, however we
recomend making a draw pile of 5 cards per person. example: if
you have 5 players, shuffle the deck and put 25 cards at random
into a draw pile (or bowl). Protip: A bowl for draw and another
for discard will make your life easier.

3 [pick a captain]
Pick a player to become the Captain using whatever criteria
you think is fair: The host, the person with the pointiest ears,
the biggest hooters, the most chest hair, the least pubic
hair...whatever.
See “The Captain” for more info on the Captain.

Gameplay
Do the Stuff
Players take turns drawing cards and following the instructions
on them. Unless otherwise noted, the person who draws the
card does the action. You can draw any card from the draw pile;
it doesn’t need to be the top one. If you really don’t want to do
the action, you don’t have to. Just discard the card and end
your turn.
If a card with a [blank] is pulled, ask another player to verbally
fill in the blank, but DO NOT let them know what is on the card.
Then read the card out loud with their suggestion.
For example if the card says:
“ ____[name]____ drinks.” Ask another player for a name, and
then read it out loud using the name given (preferably the name
of someone playing the game).
If you draw a charades card or other secret card, make sure
someone whispers the [blank] to you. Otherwise everyone will
know you are not smart, and you will feel shame.
Keep playing until the cards are gone. Then play again with new
cards or keep your favorites in!

The Captain
The Captain gets to resolve any disputes about how the cards
are interpreted. The Captain also draws 2 cards each turn and
decides which one to play. They put the unchosen card back in
the draw pile. Don’t worry, the Captain changes throughout the
game.

The Trophies
You keep trophy cards in your hand rather than discarding them.
Once all the cards have been played, the person with the most
trophy cards becomes the Captain for the next game. Some
people might call this winning. We don’t. We just play for fun
and competitiveness is generally frowned upon.

If there is a tie for the most trophy cards, pick a new Captain
based on whatever criteria you want: Rock/Paper/Scissors, most
naked, most intelligible, best tin foil hat...you get the idea.

Winning and Failing to Win
This isn’t a game you win. You play for fun, and that’s it. The
game isn’t over until the last card is played. If you want to
call the person with the most trophy cards the “winner,”
that’s your business.

This Kinda Matters
You will frequently be told to put a card in your hand. This means
you hold on to it for the duration specified. Sometimes it is a
number of rounds; sometimes there is a condition to be met;
sometimes it’s until the end of the game. You don’t actually need
to keep them in your hand. Putting them on the table in front of
you is ok, too

Still Need Help?
Check the FAQ’s on our website http://crazymakeemups.com or
send an email to support@uuddgames.com, and we’ll answer
any questions you might have!
Remember, the game is played just for fun, and outside the box
interpretations of the cards are encouraged! We leave it
open-ended on purpose so your group can agree on what you
think is the most fun way to play!

Supplies
The box contains everything you need to play the game, but you
might want to supply:
• snacks
• aluminum foil
•scrap paper
• adult beverages
• advanced adult beverages
• friends with a morally casual attitude • writing tools
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